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“If you only learnt from success, you’re not going to learn very much in life”

This quote is attributed to Bill Bowerman, co-founder of Nike.

I saw this quote in an ad for Nike running shoes in the spring of 2003. Since then, I have had it attached to the door of my refrigerator, with the intent of using it for my thesis. I have tried to verify it via Nike. They were not even remotely interested. I also tried the University of Oregon where Bowerman was a track and field coach. At the university they were helpful, but could not verify the quote.
ABSTRACT

Cancer patient survival in Sweden is generally increasing, and Sweden compares well in an international perspective. Despite these achievements, there are nevertheless socio-economic and regional differences in survival that need to be addressed to meet the intentions of the Swedish Health and Medical Service Act. The Act emphasises good health and access to care for the entire population where priority shall be given to those in the greatest need of care. The new organisational structure for oncological care that is now being implemented, with Regional Cancer Centres as central nodes in a network in their respective health care region, will hopefully be able to address these inequalities and take the past achievements in cancer patient survival even further.

The quality and completeness of the Swedish Cancer Register is high. There are nevertheless areas regarding procedures for reporting incident cases to the regional registries and registration that need to be reviewed as a certain degree of under-reporting does exist. The under-reporting appears to be systematic rather than random as it is site-specific, increases with age, and non-reported tumours are often without histopathological verification. For most uses in epidemiology, the degree of under-reporting will be without significant consequences, but to a varying degree, it will have implications for specific research questions. The accuracy of the cancer register should be monitored on a continuous basis rather than in the ad-hoc fashion that has been done so far. This is also the method recommended by the International Agency for Research on Cancer and in guidelines from the Council for Official Statistics at Statistics Sweden.

Two studies in this thesis evaluate period-based and cohort-based analyses ability to predict long-term survival for recently diagnosed cancer patients. Both studies show that period analysis gives better prediction of the future true survival, particularly when not all of the available information is used for the cohort analysis. The first of these two studies was the first systematic evaluation of period analysis that was independent of the researchers who proposed the method. Previous evaluations had mainly been performed using data from the Finnish Cancer Registry. This study had a significant role in demonstrating the utility of period analysis, which has since become an established method in population-based survival analysis. The second study is the first prospective evaluation of the ability of period analysis to predict future survival.

Relative survival is defined as the observed survival of the cancer patients divided by the expected survival of a comparable group from the general population, free from the specific cancer under study. However, as expected survival is usually calculated from general population life tables these estimates are biased. This bias is generally ignored since mortality among individuals with a specific cancer is regarded as a small negligible part of the total mortality of the general population. To estimate the size of this bias the Swedish computerised population registers were used to calculate expected survival both including and excluding individuals with cancer. A simple method to correct for this bias using cause of death statistics was also evaluated. The results show that the bias is often sufficiently small to be ignored for most applications, especially for cancers with high or low mortality and for younger age groups. However, for older age groups and for common cancers the bias can be greater than one percent unit, and even larger for all cancer sites combined. The proposed method to correct for this bias seems to work well, and it may often be sufficient to use cause of death statistics for one recent year to gain a satisfactory correction to the bias.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cancer is the combined name for some 200 diseases that have the common feature that cells in the body become abnormal and divide without control. Cancer cells invade nearby tissues and may spread through the bloodstream and lymphatic system to other parts of the body. Cancer is mostly regarded as a chronic disease and has a number of different causes. Many types of cancer are serious diseases with a high mortality. Cancer is the second most common cause of death in Sweden after cardiovascular diseases, accounting for 26 percent of fatalities for males and 22 percent for females. Since mortality from cardiovascular diseases has decreased substantially during the last decades, cancer has increased its share of the total number of deaths, despite the fact that cancer mortality has also decreased throughout the last decades.

Fifty-three thousand persons living in Sweden were diagnosed with cancer in 2009, of which 45,000 were diagnosed for the first time. Indirectly, it was substantially more who were affected. Most of us know someone who has cancer, a family member, a relative, an acquaintance, or a colleague. Approximately one-third of the Swedish population is likely to get a diagnosis of cancer before their seventy-fifth birthday.

There were 411,000 persons living in Sweden at the end of 2009 who had previously been diagnosed with cancer. Of these, 172,000 had received their diagnosis within the previous five years. Under the assumption that patients with skin cancer require care for two years, prostate cancer patients for ten years, and other cancer patients for five years, the number of persons needing some form of care in relation to their cancer is expected to increase by 130 percent for males and 70 percent for females to the year 2030.

The Swedish population is getting older. The number of people aged 65 years or older has increased by 700,000 during the past four decades and is expected to increase with an additional 600,000 from today to the year 2030. In relative terms, the proportion of people 65 years or older compared to the total Swedish population, was 14 percent 40 years ago, is 19 percent today, and is estimated to be 23 percent in 2030. Compared to the working-age population (25 – 64 year olds), the proportion of people aged 65 years or older has increased from 28 percent 40 years ago, to 37 percent today, and is estimated to be 47 percent in 2030. The older age structure of the population and the increased prevalence of cancer are in itself enough to increase the resources that need to be devoted to cancer. In 2004, the total cost of cancer morbidity for the Swedish society was estimated to 34.1 billion Swedish crowns annually. In current prices, this is expected to increase to 70 billion in 2030. Just over half of the total cost (17.6 billion) constitutes direct costs and can be divided into, primary prevention 0.9, medical care 14.5, medicine 2.0, and screening and other secondary prevention 0.2 billion. The indirect costs correspond to 16.5 billion; increased mortality 13.0, sick leave 1.6, and disability pension 1.9 billion.

The burden of cancer is becoming a major economic expenditure worldwide, and the cost of cancer due to premature death and disability (not including direct medical costs) was estimated to 895 billion US Dollars in 2008. The cost associated with new cancer cases was estimated to at least 286 billion US Dollars in 2009. Medical costs accounted for more than half, and productivity losses for nearly a quarter of this amount. Cancer affects today worldwide an estimated 12 million new patients annually, and leads to more than 7.5 million deaths each year, and it is estimated that by 2030, there will be 27 million new cancer patients per year.
Primary prevention is important, and in order to bring down the burden of cancer on the society, or at least slow down the rate of growth, it is crucial to initiate treatment as soon as possible after diagnosis, to reduce suffering for patients and the future burden for the society. Prevention is the most important and long-term means of reducing the morbidity and mortality from cancer. Approximately 30 percent of the cancer mortality in developed countries could be preventable through lifestyle changes\(^5\). Reducing the number of smokers is the single most effective way of cancer prevention, and a lower proportion of smokers in the society would also have a large impact on morbidity and mortality as a whole. The proportion of lung cancer mortality in the population attributable to smoking is, for example, estimated to 79 percent for males and 47 percent for females worldwide, and to 92 and 48 percent for males and females, respectively in Europe and Central Asia. For ischemic heart disease, smoking accounts for an estimated 18 percent for males and 6 percent for females worldwide, and to 30 and 5 percent, respectively in Europe and Central Asia. The attributable fraction depends on the prevalence of exposure, the attributable risk at a specific level of exposure, and their distributions, and will therefore vary between populations and regions.\(^7\)

There are also other risk factors, such as obesity, alcohol consumption, and sun exposure that need to be reduced.\(^8\) Vaccination is another possible method for primary prevention. Two vaccines against two types of human papilloma virus, which are behind around 60 – 70 percent of all cervical cancers, have been approved for use in Sweden\(^5,9\). Vaccination against these viruses will be introduced into the Swedish national vaccination program for children. The vaccine will be offered to girls when they are in grade 5 or 6 and catch-up vaccination will be offered to girls born in 1999 or later who are now in a higher grade at school.\(^10\) However, the vaccination program has so far been delayed on two occasions due to legal issues regarding the national procurement when the respective pharmaceutical company that lost the contract has appealed. On the first occasion the Administrative Court of Appeal ruled that the procurement had to be redone due to legal issues regarding the length of the contract period\(^11\). At the time of writing, it is too early to know the outcome of the second appeal that was made to the Administrative Court in late September 2011. The decision from this court can later be appealed to the Administrative Court of Appeal. Primary prevention programs, such as vaccination, are evaluated by monitoring changes in precancerous lesions, cancer incidence, and adherence to the vaccination program.

Cancers that are not prevented need to be diagnosed, and the affected patients treated. Cancer patient survival is a basic measure used to evaluate progress in this specific area of cancer control. Survival can be estimated as the observed survival, the probability of surviving all causes of death for a specified time period, but usually we are more interested in the net survival of the cancer patients. Net survival is a measure of the survival the cancer patients would have achieved in the absence of other cause of death. A new method for directly estimating net survival was presented this year although it can also be estimated using cause-specific survival or relative survival. Relative survival is the method most often used when analysing data from population-based cancer registers, as it does not require information of the cause of death and captures both the direct and indirect mortality of the cancer patients. Estimates of relative survival from population-based cancer registers can be used to evaluate temporal trends in survival, and survival differences between various groups in society and across nations. Evaluation of specific treatments can most effectively be done in clinical controlled trials to which patients are individually selected and ran-
domly assigned a pre-specified treatment. Population-based estimates can nevertheless provide useful information of cancer treatment and care in the area covered by the cancer registry. Since all patients can be included in the analysis from population-based registers, regardless of treatment, or lack thereof, the real every day value of a program can be accessed and not only the theoretical effectiveness shown in clinical trials.

Population-based cancer registries provide data on incidence, prevalence, and survival for cancer patients in reference to their background population, and the registers are an important source of information for planning and assessing intervention programs against cancer, to establish these priorities, and to evaluate the need for future resources. The registers are thus of considerable value to policy makers at the ministry, government agencies, county councils, public health workers, non-governmental organisations, and not least for epidemiological research.
1.1 AIMS

Overall aim

The overall aim of Karolinska Institutet is to improve human health through research and education. In its extension, this is also the overall objective of postgraduate studies. Sweden has good preconditions for epidemiologic research through computerised population registers, health data registers, and personal identity numbers that enable easy and secure linkage between registers. Through my employment at the National Board of Health and Welfare, where I mainly have been working with the health data registers, it became natural to use these resources to make my (perhaps small) contribution towards improving human health through my education and research. The Swedish Cancer Register has, to a varying degree, always been a part of my daily work. My overall interest and the aim of my research have been to apply, evaluate, and if possible improve methods for cancer survival analysis.

Specific aims

- **Paper I:** To estimate the overall coverage of malignant cancer cases in the Swedish Cancer Register by measuring the number of patients diagnosed with cancer in the Hospital Discharge Register who should have been reported to the cancer registry in 1998, and to reveal possible reasons behind the non-reporting.

- **Paper II:** To correlate changes in relative survival with the prevention and treatment measures applied in different periods. Changes in patient survival are discussed in relation to available knowledge of factors potentially influencing survival outcome.

- **Paper III:** To provide an empirical evaluation of period-based and conventional cohort-based survival analyses ability to predict the long-term relative survival for cancer patients, using data from the Swedish Cancer Register.

- **Paper IV:** To provide predictions of the long-term relative survival for cancer patient’s diagnosed in 2000 – 2002 using period-based survival analysis, and to compare these estimates with the latest available cohort-based estimates.

- **Paper V:** To provide predictions of the long-term relative survival of cancer patients diagnosed in 2005 – 2009 using period-based analysis, to compare these estimates to the latest available cohort-based estimates, and to evaluate predictions published in 2004 (paper IV) regarding the future relative survival of cancer patients diagnosed in 2000 – 2002.

- **Paper VI:** To determine the impact on the relative survival ratio by erroneously including cancer patient mortality in the survival probabilities used to estimate the expected survival, and to evaluate a simple method to adjust survival probabilities from general population life tables for cancer patient mortality using only cause of death statistics.
2 A SHORT HISTORY OF POPULATION-BASED CANCER REGISTRATION

Cancer was first documented as a cause of death in 1629 in the Bills of Mortality, produced annually in England. John Graunt, a haberdasher in London, used the Bills of Mortality in 1662 to describe the patterns of causes of death. This provided an outline for the systematic collection of data on disease and death, a predecessor of epidemiological researchers of today and the use of epidemiology to inform clinical practice. The first systematic attempt to register patients diagnosed with cancer seems to have been in the form of censuses, and the first was the general census of cancer in London in 1728. The first reliable statistics were probably mortality data for the city of Verona from 1842. Demands for improved statistics on the spread of cancer were seen around the year 1900, and an attempt was made to record the prevalence of all cancer patients under medical treatment in Germany on the 15th of October 1900. The survey approach was also used a few years later in other countries, among them Sweden in 1905/1906, and Denmark and Iceland in 1908. However, these surveys were largely unsuccessful due to low participation rates.

The first example of a modern cancer registry is that of Hamburg, which was started with the idea that cancer control not only involves medical and scientific aspects but also public health and economic dimensions. An after-care organisation for cancer patients started on a private basis in 1926 and it obtained official status in 1929. Three nurses regularly visited hospitals and medical practitioners in Hamburg to record new cancer patients. The recorded patients were compared once a week to official death certificates.


At a conference in Denmark in 1946, a group of experts in the field of cancer control recommended the worldwide establishment of cancer registries. In 1950, the World Health Organization established a subcommittee that provided the first methodological guidelines on the registration and statistical presentation of cases of cancer. The same year the need to record all new cases of cancer in defined geographical areas was recognised at an international symposium on geographical pathology and demography of cancer. In 1965, the International Agency for Research on Cancer was established as a cancer research centre of the World Health Organization and in 1966, the International Association of Cancer Registries was established. Approximately 20 percent of the world population is today covered by population-based cancer registries.

When the first volume of Cancer Incidence in Five Continents was published in 1966, it covered a population of 80 million people from 32 registries in 24 countries, approximately 2.7 percent of the world population. Incidence was reported for a three-year period around the year 1961. Volume nine, published in 2007, covers 704 million people from 225 registries in approximately 60 countries. For most registries, the incidence data pertain to the period 1998 – 2002. However, only 11 percent of the world population is covered in the latest volume, and the coverage is very unevenly distributed across the world, ranging from one percent of the population in Africa to 100 percent in the Nordic and some other European countries.
3 CANCER REGISTERS IN CANCER CONTROL

The aim of a cancer control program is to reduce cancer incidence and the morbidity and mortality of cancer patients as well as to improve the quality of life of affected patients and the burden to the society. A population-based cancer register is an essential tool in an effective cancer surveillance program, in which cancer incidence reflects prevention, patient survival reflects the effectiveness of early diagnosis and access to treatment and other health care measures, and prevalence (and cancer mortality) reflects the combination of incidence and survival.

3.1 CANCER CONTROL

Monitoring of disease is an important part in the development and implementation of a coherent cancer control program, and population-based cancer registers are valuable in this context. Without means of identifying the main problems, rational planning will not be possible. Since resources are always going to be scarce, and in practice be insufficient to meet all expectations, there will constantly be a need to prioritise. It is necessary to define priorities between preventive programs and curative and palliative care, to evaluate if earlier goals have been met, and what has been achieved in relation to the resources expended. Thus, it is an important part of any cancer control program to continuously re-evaluate the on-going activities and to modify programs in relation to the achieved results. Even the mere simple fact that the average lifespan is increasing is sufficient to increase the demand for resources for cancer control. Evaluation of the current situation provides a background for the launch of future programs and setting targets provide a means for these programs to be monitored and evaluated. Setting of targets not only involves a comprehensive knowledge of the present situation but also a good assessment and understanding of how it may evolve into the future. However, it is important to recognise that the set targets will inevitably direct resources towards meeting these goals (which of course in part is the objective), but it also means that resources will be drained from other areas. “What’s measured gets done!”

3.2 NEW ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR ONCOLOGICAL CARE IN SWEDEN

The organisational structure of oncological care in Sweden is currently undergoing structural changes with the implementation of Regional Cancer Centres as central nodes in a network that encompasses their respective health care region, as well as interregional cooperation. In a future perspective, the centres are also expected to develop cooperation with similar structures in other countries. In the field of research and innovations, the new centres should promote both national and international collaboration, develop structures for cooperation with research conducted both at universities and in the industry, and promote innovations in cancer care. The centres should also utilise the competitive advantages that Sweden has through available registers, health data registers, quality registers, and population registers. A commission from the Government and the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions into the quality registers and their future development, is also a part in this wider context. The quality registers in Sweden usually contain extensive information about patient characteristics, stage distribution and treatment procedures. This makes it possible to analyse survival for different patient groups in relation to their specific treatment.
I like to stress that this thesis is not about the organisational structure of oncology care in Sweden, and this subject has not been a direct part of any of the papers included in this thesis. The organisation of cancer care is, however, relevant for this thesis since it impacts both the completeness and quality of data used for survival analyses (addressed in paper I), as well as how the results of such analyses can be translated into changes in clinical practice.

3.3 POPULATION-BASED CANCER REGISTERS

Population-based cancer registers are an important part of any cancer control program as they facilitate data on incidence, survival, and prevalence of cancer patients in reference to their background population. Mortality of cancer patients is estimated through cause of death statistics that, according to a World Health Organization agreement between its member states\textsuperscript{23}, should be available in most countries. The registers are of primary value to clinicians, policy makers at the ministry, government agencies, county councils, public health workers, non-governmental organisations, and not least for epidemiological research. For patients, the benefit is directed towards future patients, where present patients benefit from the past achievements.

All of these four dimensions are needed in order to gain as complete a picture as possible of the cancer burden in society. Incidence and mortality provide a measure of the number of diagnosed and deceased patients, respectively, during a specific period in relation to the size of the background population. Observed survival is an estimate of the actual percentage of patients alive at some specific point in time subsequent to cancer diagnosis, and net survival the proportion of patients alive in the absence of other causes of death. Among population-based cancer registries, relative survival has become the preferred measure of the theoretical concept of net survival.

Incidence and prevalence are the essential dimensions for the allocation of resources. Prevalence is a measure of the number of patients living with cancer at a certain point in time. It is a function of incidence and observed survival and can, depending on the objective, be measured either as the number of patients who have previously received a diagnosis of cancer, or as the number of patients still requiring care. In the first case, all patients still alive are included and in the second only those patients who received their diagnosis at a more recent point in time (depending on the type of cancer, e.g., during the latest five years), who are still perceived as being in need of medical care. A statistical approach is to include patients in the prevalence estimates, if they are still alive, until they as a group reach the point of statistical cure (i.e., no longer experience excess mortality). However, an absence of excess mortality is not equivalent with an absence in the need of health care since individual cancer patients often require treatment and experience morbidity long past the statistical point of cure.

Population-based cancer registers can be used in the evaluation of treatment and intervention programs that have been implemented after their effectiveness has been established in randomised clinical trials. Patients are individually selected to clinical trials, are healthier than the average patient (e.g., lower prevalence of co-morbidity), and are thus not representative of cancer patients in general. With a population-based cancer register the real, every day, value of a program can be shown in practise, and not only the more theoretical effectiveness gained through the clinical trial\textsuperscript{19}. 
3.4 THE ROLE OF SURVIVAL ANALYSIS

Survival estimates from population-based cancer registers may have different interpretations for clinicians, policy makers, and the general public. Population-based survival is often lower than survival obtained from clinical trials. Patients are individually selected to clinical trials and thus not representative of cancer patients in general.

For clinicians, who are the ones primarily subjected to both type of estimates, the population-based estimates represent an unselected group of patients that can be used as an approximate benchmark for cancer patient survival. If the survival of patients treated by a specific clinician, clinic, or hospital differ from the population-based estimate it may be due to a different case-mix of patients or selection by socio-economic, demographic, or geographical region, and shall not unduly be regarded as a sign of better or worse than average performance in the treatment of their cancer patients.24

For policy makers and others responsible for allocating resources in the area of cancer, it is important to have reliable estimates of cancer incidence and prevalence in the general population. Prevalence can, as mentioned above, increase from two directions, by an increased incidence and by an improved survival. An increased incidence implies that more resources need to be channelled into initial treatment or, viewed from a long-term perspective, primary prevention. An improved survival implies that resources need to be allocated to subsequent treatment, monitoring, and palliative care for surviving cancer patients.24

For the general public, cancer survival becomes a subject of public knowledge and discussion as it is often mentioned in the media. It is up to the scientific community, and the media, to ensure that the right messages are communicated to the general public.24 Cancer incidence and survival may appear more relevant to the general public than mortality since they relate to those who are still alive. Mortality relates to what has happened to others, whereas survival applies to what could happen to you or someone close to you.

Improvements in survival may be due to new or better diagnostic procedures or an implementation of a screening program, for example, extensive testing for prostate-specific antigen (PSA) resulting in possible over-diagnosis where non-lethal tumours are detected. These developments within the medical sciences are all associated with diagnosis at an earlier point in time. They favour slow-growing tumours at less advanced stages with an apparent improved survival, even if the actual lifespan is not affected. The gain may entirely be due to an increase in lead or length time bias. Despite these reservations, cancer patient survival can nevertheless be useful in assessing the extent to which overall advances in treatments have affected the population.

There are several factors that might distort the interpretation of differences between patients from various groups (e.g., geographical or socio-economic) and temporal trends in survival analyses25. Some of these factors can be accounted for in the statistical analysis, whereas other factors depend on the completeness, quality, and validity of the cancer register data. Cancer patients from different groups or time periods may be subject to co-morbidity and mortality to a varying degree. These differences can be accounted for by relative survival analysis. Younger cancer patients generally live longer compared to older patients and female patients longer than their male counterparts. This is generally true even after excluding differences in background mortality through relative survival analysis. Comparisons between groups and time periods therefore also require age standardisation to account for differences in age distribution.26 Analyses are usually made separately for males and females. There is otherwise also a
need to take different sex distributions between the various populations into account, and to enable comparisons between males and females the same age-distribution must be used in the standardisation. Differences that cannot be accounted for in the statistical analysis may distort comparisons between different groups and time periods. These include; definition of cancer and its morphology, coding practices, treatment, definition of date of diagnosis, follow-up and correct censoring of patients, case mix distribution between and within groups of cancers, and the completeness and quality of registration. However, it is nevertheless important and crucial that these differences are evaluated and discussed in conjunction with the statistical analysis in order for the right conclusions to be drawn.

It is sometimes argued that mortality is a better indicator of the outcome of cancer morbidity than survival since it is generally available for entire populations, and because lead and length time bias may have an impact on survival estimates. However, mortality estimates can seldom in itself distinguish between preventive measures, earlier diagnosis, improved treatments, or changes in incidence. Their temporal trends are often distorted due to the time lag between the onset of disease and death. A time lag that for some forms of cancer can approach decades where the diagnosis of cancer may have occurred in any one of several years subsequent to death.

Coding practices may also change over time, sometimes without any clear explanation. The instruction “[if] there is significant difference in the apparent seriousness of the conditions reported, prefer the more serious condition”, in the Sixth Revision of International Classification of Diseases from the World Health Organization, was interpreted in some countries as if cancer should be given priority over other diseases in classifying cause of death. This often misinterpreted instruction was later removed in the Seventh Revision of International Classification of Diseases, where instead the importance of strict adherence to selection rules was stressed.

An example of how changes in coding practices may occur without an apparent explanation is when new personnel were employed at Statistics Sweden as coding staff at the Cause of Death Registry at about the same time as the transition to the Eighth Revision of International Classification of Diseases was made. The new staff began, for some unknown reason, to apply the old selection rules from the sixth revision and overly accepting cancer as the underlying cause of death. They also seem to have applied these rules increasingly more meticulously with time, as they gradually began to rely more on their own judgment rather than on the selection rules in the eighth revision. It is likely that the new staff were not aware of the fact that the coding principles they applied were remnants from an earlier period. The research community began to question the inflated cancer mortality rates towards the late 1970’s, but the practise of giving cancer priority over other possible causes of death did not end until the coding instructions for the Cause of Death Register were revised after a detailed audit in the early 1980’s. However, it is not very well documented at Statistics Sweden exactly what happened and why. That cancer was given priority over other causes of death is noticeable in the cause of death statistics for 1970’s, for which years a marked increase in cancer morality can be seen for some forms of cancer. The mortality is about the same after the audit as before the increase in the early 1970’s. This suggests a coding artefact rather than a true increase in cancer mortality.
4 MATERIAL

The data that form the basis for the studies included in this thesis are all part of the Official Statistics of Sweden. The Swedish Cancer Register and the Cause of Death Register are held by the National Board of Health and Welfare and the annual population statistics are maintained by Statistics Sweden. Information on the cancer patients was obtained from the cancer register and the population statistics have been used to estimate the expected survival of the general population, to account for the background mortality in the relative survival analysis.

In Paper VI, cause of death statistics are introduced as a way to adjust the expected survival probabilities from the general population life tables to account for cancer patient mortality, when estimating the expected survival of the cancer patients.

The personal identity numbers that are assigned to each Swedish resident, or a running number in the cases where the identity numbers had been replaced, were used to combine the various registers on an individual level.

4.1 POPULATION REGISTRATION IN SWEDEN

The Swedish Tax Agency maintains the statutory population records, which are the core registration of those who are officially living in Sweden, the Swedish population. It records who lives in the country and where they live. Where you are registered is important for many rights and responsibilities you may have as a Swedish resident. The right to child and housing allowance, where you pay your taxes, and where you vote in the local elections, depends on where you are registered. Marital status, country of birth, and citizenship are, for example, also recorded in the population records. A register over all dwellings is now being established, and the dwelling numbers will be entered into the population register. The combined register will enable a register-based population and housing census, and the traditional censuses will as such no longer be needed. This will be a huge improvement with new possibilities for register-based research, especially since Sweden had its last conventional census over 20 years ago, in 1990.

Sweden has a long history in registering its population. At the beginning it was handled by the church in each parish. The first time church records are mentioned in written documents was in 1571, and the oldest remaining records are from the early seventeenth century. The first nationwide regulation for church records came in 1686, and the priests were required to maintain records of the population residing in their parish. The main objective behind the decision was to facilitate tax collection and to identify young men eligible for military service. In 1749, a nationwide reporting system for cause of death statistics was introduced, and the priests were additionally required to record the cause of death. After various changes over the years, the cause of death registration were adapted to international World Health Organization standards in 1951.

In 1946, through a census reform, it was established that society’s need to keep records of its citizens was the main objective of the population records. National registration became a tool to streamline tax collection and control, population and social statistics, and to regulate the labour market. In the 1960’s the population records were computerised and in 1967 the check digit was added to the personal identity number that had been introduced in 1947. In 1991, population registration was reorganised and the church records were transferred from the parishes to the population records at the local tax administration within the Tax Agency.
4.2 OFFICIAL STATISTICS OF SWEDEN

There is a distinction between official statistics and other public statistics in Sweden. Official statistics are statistics for public information, planning, and research purposes in specified areas that are produced and published by appointed public authorities in accordance with the Official Statistics Act\textsuperscript{37} and the Official Statistics Ordinance\textsuperscript{38} issued by the government. Official statistics should be continuous in nature, objective, and made available to the public free of charge at a pre-specified point in time, and must be published in a way that protects the privacy of individuals. It is the authority that is responsible for a specified area of statistics that decides what should be regarded as official statistics or as other public statistics. The National Board of Health and Welfare is responsible for official statistics in the areas of health and medical care and social welfare services, and Statistics Sweden is responsible for the official population statistics, and statistics in various other areas\textsuperscript{39}.

The main distinction between official statistics and other public statistics is the requirement that official statistics must be made available to all persons at the same time at a pre-specified publication date, and that it should be free of charge. There is nothing in my experience from Statistics Sweden and the National Board of Health and Welfare that indicates that the public statistics that have not been defined as official statistics are produced with, for example, lower quality than the official statistics.

4.2.1 The Swedish Cancer Register

The Swedish National Cancer Register was established in 1958 and is held by the National Board of Health and Welfare. Cancer registration is statutory in Sweden and organisations operating within the health services should, according to act\textsuperscript{40} and government ordinance\textsuperscript{41}, provide information to the national cancer register. This obligation applies to both the regional and local health services, i.e., counties, municipalities and private healthcare providers.\textsuperscript{42} Physicians should report all malignant and certain benign tumours, and pathologists and cytologists should report, separately from the physicians, every tumour diagnosed from surgically removed tissues, biopsies, cytological specimens, bone marrow aspirates, and autopsies. The majority of tumours are thus notified at least twice in separate reports.

The reporting is mandatory to the National Board of Health and Welfare, but the Board has issued a general recommendation\textsuperscript{42} that it can be carried out via the regional registries. In principle, all reporting to the national register is today through the regional registries. In October each year, the regional registries deliver data on newly registered cases from the preceding year and corrections concerning previously reported cases to the National Board of Health and Welfare\textsuperscript{2}.

In 1970, the National Board of Health and Welfare appointed a committee to evaluate oncological care in Sweden. A review of the organisational structure in this area had not been done following the enquiry into the regionalisation of medical care in the late 1950’s, and the instigation of regionalised care in the early 1960’s. In the instructions to the committee it was specified that any changes to the existing organisational structure that the committee wished to suggest must build on the Swedish system of regionalised health care. Following the report from the committee in 1972, the National Board of Health and Welfare proposed a new organisational structure for oncological care in 1974, which was based on regional oncological centres.\textsuperscript{43} The cancer registration was gradually transferred to the oncological centres between 1977 and 1982\textsuperscript{44}. The basic
coding and data registration is since then carried out at the regional cancer registries associated with each of the six medical regions. The regionalisation is intended to enable a close contact between the regional registry and the reporting physician, which in turn should facilitate the task of verifying and correcting the material.

Information about stage of disease at diagnosis became a part of the national cancer register towards the end of 2003, through an amendment to the regulations. The regional cancer registries cannot use death certificates or information in the cause of death register to initiate the search for cancer cases due to legal grounds, and are therefore not able to register cases either initiated by, or based solely on, death certificate information.

The purpose of the cancer registry is to monitor cancer incidence and its temporal trends in Sweden, and it aims to provide statistics to the public in a timely and accurate manner. Personal data in the cancer register may be used for production of statistics, monitoring and evaluation of interventions to prevent cancer morbidity, evaluation of screening procedures as well as research and epidemiological investigations.

The national cancer register covers today the 9.4 million persons who have an official residency in Sweden. From its inception to the end of 2009, the register had accumulated information on 2.3 million tumours for 2 million persons. The non-reporting rate has been estimated at less than 2 percent based on death certificates for the late 1970's, and to 3.7 percent of the cancer cases reported in 1998 based on a comparison to the Hospital Discharge Register. The overall completeness of the cancer register is high and comparable to other registers in Northern Europe. For most uses in epidemiology, the under-reporting will be without major implications. However, for specific research questions the under-reporting may have consequences as the degree of under-reporting is site specific, increases with age, and does not seem to be random, as diagnoses without histology or cytology verification are overrepresented.

To ensure comparability regarding coding of cancer site and morphology between the regional cancer registries the National Board of Health and Welfare organises regular workshops and meetings. These meetings are attended by coding staff from the regional registries and staff from the National Board of Health and Welfare, including pathologists attached to the national registry. The pathologists answer questions that often have been submitted in advance, and they go through some more complex cases that are known to cause problems among the coding staff.

The regional registries use structured input routines and computerised controls to ensure quality and logic of the registered diagnoses and have procedures for investigating cases that lack either clinical or histopathological/cytological notification. The registries have regular contact with pathologists attached to the local organisation and actively investigate inconsistencies encountered during the registration process by referring questions back to the reporting organisation.

4.2.2 The Cause of Death Register

The Cause of Death Register is held by the National Board of Health and Welfare. All persons who have an official residency in Sweden at their time of death should be included in the register, irrespective of whether the death occurred in Sweden or abroad.

---

1 This is a direct translation of 3 § in Ordinance 2001:709 (reference 41). Epidemiological investigations in this context refer to investigations conducted at government agencies. Government agencies use of the cancer register, or health data registers in general, does not constitute research in legal terms.
The personal identity numbers on the cause of death certificate are verified against the population records at the Tax Agency. The cause of death statistics includes annually up to a hundred deaths that are not reported in the official numbers of deceased from Statistics Sweden. This is because Statistics Sweden produces the official population statistics at the beginning of February each year when some deaths are yet to be reported. For some years, the number missing from the death statistics are considerably larger than a hundred cases. This is usually due to some extraordinary event. According to the Swedish National Police Board there were 543 Swedes missing after the tsunami in Southeast Asia on the 29th of December 2004. Of those persons, the Cause of Death Register includes 522 persons who were registered as residents of Sweden at that time. As they were pronounced dead after Statistics Sweden produced the official statistics for the year 2004, they are not included in the official number of deceased for this year, but are nevertheless included in the cause of death statistics from the National Board of Health and Welfare.

There is a considerable variation in the quality of the cause of death certificates received by the National Board of Health and Welfare. Some certificates are very extensive and minute investigations into the cause of death, whereas others are based only on an external examination of the body together with already available information from patient records. The accuracy of the cause of death registration varies with age, sex, and cause of death. It is more accurate for younger people, for causes of violent nature, and for diseases with a fast progression, than it is for the older people with chronic conditions. The numbers of missing death certificates or certificates with an inadequately specified cause of death have increased from below 1 percent in 1985, 2 percent in 1997, and 3 percent in 2008. The inadequately specified certificates have increased from a few isolated cases annually in the mid 1980’s, 0.3 percent in 1995, and 0.8 percent in 2008. This is partly due to an increase in the proportion of older individuals who may suffer from several serious diseases, which makes it more problematic to determine the exact cause of death. The autopsy frequency, which is often used as a summary measure for the quality of the cause of death statistics, has dropped from approximately 40 percent in the mid 1980’s to 12 percent in 2009. However, it is not certain that the cause of death statistics have become less accurate to the same degree as diagnostic methods have improved and a clinically correct diagnosis is now more likely to be established well before death making an autopsy less crucial.

According to a study on the Cause of Death Register from 1995, made on an aggregated level with about 290 diagnostic groups overall and 30 groups for malignant tumours, the underlying cause was correct for 77 percent of the cases overall and for 90 percent of the malignant tumours. Malignant tumours, that had the highest proportion of correct causes, were over-reported overall by 4 percent, and the wrong tumour had been selected in 7 percent of the cases. Cancer could not be regarded as the underlying cause of death in 4 percent of the cases where a malignant tumour had been selected as the cause of death. As a comparison, ischemic heart disease was correct in 87 percent of the cases and cerebrovascular diseases in only 68 percent of the cases. Some of the inaccuracies recorded in the register cancel each other out, and in broad terms, the cause of death statistics can be regarded as correct. However, on an individual level, the underlying cause of death given on the death certificate appears to be more uncertain, which has consequences for research where the cause of death is needed on an individual level.
The most recent study of the underlying cause of death was done on a random sample of 2.5 percent of the death certificates from 2002. On the three character ICD-10 level the underlying causes was estimated to be incorrect for 3.3 percent of the cases and for 5.4 percent of the cases on the four characters level.48

4.2.3 Population statistics in Sweden

Statistics Sweden is responsible for the official population statistics in Sweden. The population statistics are based on data from the population records at the Swedish Tax Agency. The quality of the population statistics is generally good, but some problems exist due to over-coverage, particularly for people born outside of Sweden. The annual population statistics are produced at the beginning of February each year. This means that only records received from the Tax Agency before this are included when the statistics are compiled.

Two weaknesses in the reporting of deaths and emigration result in an over-coverage of the Swedish population. This affects the annual population registers and potentially the studies included in this thesis. The rapid reporting procedure gives rise to a small under-coverage in the number of deceased due to unreported deaths, that for most years are assumed to be less 0.1 percent of the deceased (section 4.2.2), and a subsequent over-coverage in the population50. Emigrants cause over-coverage due to unreported migration. Studies from Statistics Sweden show that the end-of-year population registers contain a not insignificant number of people who no longer live in Sweden. This is also the most serious quality problem with the Swedish population records. The Tax Agency estimated in a report from 2006 that the over-coverage in the population records is likely to be in the range of 40,000 to 100,000 people51. In a report from Statistics Sweden in 2010, it is noted that the over-coverage of the population records has not declined in recent years, but on the contrary increased52. In connection with the establishment of the dwelling register now under way (section 4.1), some corrections might be possible that would reduce the over-coverage in the Swedish population records.
5 METHODS

The statistical methods used in the studies reported in this thesis are primarily in the field of survival analysis. The actuarial method has been used to estimate the observed survival of the cancer patients. Estimates of the expected survival for the general population have been used to relate the observed survival of the cancer patients to that of the general population to form estimates of the patients’ relative survival. Period-based analysis has been used as a way to predict the future survival of recently diagnosed cancer patients.

In Paper VI, cause of death statistics are introduced as a way to adjust the expected survival probabilities from the general population life tables to account for cancer patient mortality when estimating the expected survival of the cancer patients.

5.1 RELATIVE SURVIVAL

Cancer patients are exposed to two forces of mortality. The mortality related to the specific cancer under study (the excess mortality) and the mortality from all other causes of death. The excess mortality can be divided into two subgroups; causes directly and causes indirectly related to the diagnosis of cancer. Suicide and treatment-related mortality are examples of the latter.

Relative survival is defined as the observed survival among the cancer patients divided by the expected survival among a comparable group from the general population with respect to the main factors affecting survival, but free from the specific cancer under study. As such, the population from which the expected survival is estimated can be regarded as a reference population to the cancer patients. For the studies reported in this thesis, the cancer patients were matched to the expected survival in the general Swedish population on sex, age, and calendar year.

The net survival of the cancer patients is defined as the probability of surviving the cancer in the absence of other causes of death. It is a theoretical concept that is not influenced by changes in mortality from other causes of death, and provides a measure for evaluating temporal trends and comparisons between different subgroups in the society, e.g., socio-economic and ethnic groups, or different regions.

For relative survival to estimate the net survival of the cancer patients it is assumed that the mortality in the general population, from which the expected survival of the cancer patients is estimated, adequately accounts for all causes of mortality and that the cancer-related mortality is negligible compared to all other causes of death. Net survival also require independence (conditional on covariates) between deaths from the specific cancer under study and deaths due to other causes. Only when these conditions are met, can relative survival provide a good estimate of the net survival of the cancer patients.

The assumption that the expected survival from the general population could, for all practical purposes, be regarded as emanating from a disease-free population with regard to the specific cancer under study is investigated in paper VI, while this premise is assumed to be met in papers II to V.

The cumulative relative survival ratio can be interpreted as the proportion of patients alive after a given time of follow-up in the hypothetical situation where the cancer in question is the only possible cause of death (the net survival). An interval-specific relative survival ratio of 100 percent indicates that, during this particular interval (year of
follow-up), mortality in the patient group was equivalent to that of the general population. If this level is maintained during subsequent years of follow-up, there is no longer evidence of an excess mortality due to cancer and the patients, as a group, can be considered as “statistically cured”.

The possibility to interpret the relative survival estimates are reduced when population life tables do not correctly represent the background mortality of the cancer patients under study. This problem occurs when mortality from other (non-cancer) causes of death among the cancer patients differ from that of the reference population, e.g., the general population life tables. Factors can be either positively (e.g., screening or higher socio-economic status), or negatively (e.g., smoking or lower socio-economic status) associated with mortality from other causes. Relative survival estimates require population life tables that are matched to the cancer population by age, sex, and calendar year, but also when required ethnicity, socio-economy, and region. Risk factors may also be taken into account, such as smoking when lung cancer is studied. Lung cancer patients will experience higher morbidity and mortality than the general population due to other smoking-related illnesses.

However, it is important to recognise that the requirement of the population life tables to correctly represent the background mortality does not make the relative survival estimates invalid if this requirement is not met as long as the estimates are interpreted in the correct way. If general population life tables are used the relative survival estimates can always be interpreted as the ratio of the observed survival of the cancer patients to the survival of the general population matched on, e.g., sex, age and calendar year. It is the interpretation of the ratio as the net survival of the cancer patients that can be problematic if the life tables do not accurately reflect the background mortality of the cancer patients under study.

Despite these potential weaknesses, relative survival has some considerable advantages over cause-specific survival for the analysis of population-based data. Relative survival does not require information on the cause of death and does as such not rely on the accuracy of the underlying causes of death assigned to the cancer patients. Even if some of the inaccuracies in the cause of death registration cancel each other out (section 4.2.2), and on an aggregated level can be regarded as more or less correct, it appears that the underlying cause of death is more uncertain on an individual level. Cause-specific survival has not been used systematically in population-based survival analysis due to these concerns regarding the misclassification of the underlying cause of death. The exclusion of deaths from non-cancer causes that are a consequence of treatment, either directly or indirectly may not be cancer deaths in a strict medical sense, but they nonetheless reflect the consequences of cancer. They ought therefore to be considered as deaths due to cancer since the death would not have occurred if the patient had not had cancer.

However, an attempt has recently been made to develop a new classification method for “cancer death” that combines information from the cancer register with information from the cause of death registration. In cases where appropriate life tables were available, this new classification gave cause-specific survival estimates that were consistent with relative survival estimates. In situations when the population life tables does not appropriately reflect the background mortality patterns in the cancer population, this new classification may be a viable option to relative survival estimates and provide useful cause-specific estimates of cancer patient survival.
Another advantage with relative survival compared to cause-specific survival is that information on the date of death is usually available much sooner than the underlying cause of death. In Sweden, the date of death is available within two months after the end of a calendar year whereas the underlying cause of death was, up until recently, only available after approximately one and a half year. The time-lag for the completion of the cause of death register has been gradually reduced and the cause of death statistics for the year 2010 were published in July 2011.

5.1.1 Estimating expected survival

There are traditionally three methods for estimating expected survival in relative survival analysis and these methods have been available for approximately 30 years or more. The methods are commonly referred to as Ederer I, Ederer II, and Hakulinen after the respective lead authors. Earlier this year a method was proposed that directly estimates the net survival, and has so far been referred to as Pohar-Perme, again in reference to the lead author.

The three traditional methods differ in how long the matched (reference) individuals from the general population are considered to be under risk and included in the calculation of the expected survival. In the Ederer I estimate it is assumed that the cancer patient would be a member of the general population during the entire length of potential follow-up and the matched individuals are consequently considered to be under risk indefinitely, and the point in time at which a cancer patient is censored or dies has no effect on the expected survival. The Hakulinen method is similar to Ederer I but takes account of informative censoring and addresses the situation of heterogeneous potential follow-up time of the cancer patients. A matched individual is assumed to be under risk until the end of the potential follow-up period if the patient dies, and is censored if the cancer patient is censored. In the Ederer II estimates, the matched individuals are considered to be under risk until the corresponding cancer patient is censored or dies.

The method used to estimate the expected survival for the relative survival analysis in the papers included this thesis is the one that at the time of analysis was generally regarded as the method of choice. This means that the Hakulinen method was used in paper II to IV and VI. Although paper VI was accepted for publication in September 2011, the statistical analysis was performed in late 2005 and early 2006.

Earlier this year a study was published that compared the Ederer II and Hakulinen methods to the reference standard for the cumulative relative survival ratio, which is regarded to be the directly age-standardised relative survival ratio with weights proportional to the number of patients at the beginning of follow-up. Both theoretical and empirical results from this study showed good (and better) agreement between the Ederer II estimates and the reference standard. The authors conclude that there seems to be time to make a change from previous recommendations, and adopt the Ederer II method when reporting cumulative relative survival. The authors also note that the use of the Ederer II method is particularly important for long-term follow-up where estimates are more based on the younger patients. In view of these results, the Ederer II estimates were used in the analysis for paper V, which was performed during the spring and summer of this year.

In the Pohar-Perme estimator, as for the Ederer II, the matched individuals are considered to be under risk until the corresponding cancer patient is censored or dies. To account for the proportion of patients that are expected to have been lost from mor-
tality due to other causes, the number of events and the number under risk are weighted by the inverse of the sum of the expected survival probabilities. This will increase the sample size at each time interval to the level that would have been if cancer truly were the only possible cause of death. This theoretically accounts for mortality due to other causes and the estimator will, in itself, be an estimate of the net survival.

However, even with this new estimator, the assumption that cancer-related mortality is negligible compared to all other causes of death has to be met and the expected survival probabilities should be calculated after excluding mortality due to the specific cancer under study. Otherwise, the estimator will overcompensate for mortality due to other causes and increase the number of events and the number under risk even with cancer-related mortality. By applying the new estimator with the adjustment to the expected survival probabilities proposed in paper VI, whenever necessary, one could possibly come even closer to the true net survival. Although the new estimator is theoretically promising, it still needs to be evaluated empirically before it can be used in regular analysis of cancer patient survival.

5.2 PERIOD ANALYSIS

Period-based life tables have been used for a long time in demography when estimating the remaining life expectancy of a population, and it is reported annually by the national statistical bureaus around the world. Life expectancy is one of the most basic measures of how public health develops, and it is often used when comparing different countries\textsuperscript{33, 62}. Period-based analysis was not introduced into register-based cancer patient survival analysis until 1996\textsuperscript{63}.

The period life table is based on population and mortality statistics pertaining to a short narrow (recent) time period. The remaining life expectancy at a specific age represents the average number of years of life left for a group of persons who at that age were to live through their entire remaining lifespan with the same mortality patterns as in this particular time period.

The period life expectancy has historically been shown to be an underestimation for young and middle age persons, but a good estimate of the average remaining lifespan for older individuals. The older a person become, the better the period life expectancy will be as an estimate of that person’s actual remaining lifespan, and the younger, the more underestimated the future lifespan is likely to become as we expect the mortality rates to decline in the future. Of course, if something should happen that changes the forces of mortality in the future, such as the spread of antibiotic-resistant bacteria\textsuperscript{64}, the tangible lifespan of those living today will be overestimated. On the other hand, if a common cure for cancer was found or if the mortality related to cardiovascular disease were to be reduced drastically, the average lifespan would likely be underestimated.

The alternative to use period life tables when estimating life expectancy would be to go back through the generations to the early 20\textsuperscript{th} century and calculate the cohort life tables. Needless to say, if we wish to look forward, we know that young and middle-aged people living today will not live through the same mortality patterns experienced by previous generations, who have been affected by, for example, the Spanish flu, and the two world wars. What is certain is that the future will hold events unknown today that will affect the average lifespan of coming generations, but we do not know what those events will be.
5.2.1 Period cancer survival analysis

In period-based survival analysis only person-time at risk and events (death or censoring) occurring during a particular calendar period are considered. The estimates are obtained by left truncation of all observations at the beginning of the period and right censoring at the end of the period. Cohort-based estimates represent the survival experience of a well-defined cohort of patients diagnosed during a specified calendar period. Period-based estimates, in contrast, do not represent the survival of any actual cohort of patients, instead they represent the survival that would be observed for a hypothetical cohort (a synthetic cohort) of patients if they were to experience the same interval-specific (conditional) survival estimates as the patients who were actually at risk during the specified calendar period. If prognosis improves over time, the period estimates are expected to be higher than those obtained by a corresponding cohort analysis. The opposite would be expected if survival was declining, and no difference between cohort and period estimates would be seen if survival was constant over time. Empirical studies comparing the two methods using historical data show that period-based estimates from a given time period in most cases predict, quite well, the long-term survival for patients diagnosed during that particular period.

Improvements in cancer patient survival between subsequent years of diagnosis are generally most pronounced during the first few years following diagnosis (see figure on front page). Period-based estimates of survival tend to be optimistic since period analysis systematically selects the interval-specific relative survival ratios from the “best” cohort of patients, i.e., recent cohorts for the early years of follow-up and early cohorts for the later years. However, this inherent overestimation is counterbalanced by the fact that cancer patient survival is generally improving over time, and the period estimates are therefore expected to be an underestimate of the subsequent true survival. This is the same as when period life tables are used to estimate the expectation of life.

Figure 5.1 shows period- and cohort-based interval-specific relative survival estimates for prostate cancer patients. The period-based survival curve has an unusual shape with declining estimates over time. The period estimates are based on a synthetic cohort of patients who are diagnosed during consecutive years in time, and may as such be diagnosed and treated with different methods at their respective time of diagnoses. The synthetic cohort will thus consist of patients with different (over time often improving) prognoses at their respective time of diagnosis. For prostate cancer, this is represented by recently diagnosed patients who in general have a good PSA-screening-related prognosis dominating the first years of follow-up for the synthetic cohort. Follow-up for the latter years are in contrast dominated by patients diagnosed earlier in time who in general have a much worse prognosis, i.e., less PSA-screening-related. The period estimates will as such be misleading when used for cancers with large improvements in survival.
**Figure 5.1** Interval-specific relative survival ratios (RSR) for males diagnosed with prostate cancer 1985 – 2009. Age-standardised RSRs for males 45 – 89 years of age at diagnosis. The figure illustrates the unusual shape of a declining interval-specific survival curve for the period-based estimates.

The example below illustrates the concept of period-based survival analysis, using females diagnosed with breast cancer, site and time period chosen for illustrational purpose. The period-based estimates for 1990 are calculated from the annual interval-specific survival estimates for the years 1986 – 1990, the top right to bottom left diagonal highlighted in blue shades in Table 5.1. A gradual improvement in relative survival can be seen for female breast cancer patients during these five years.

**Table 5.1** Interval-specific and cumulative relative survival ratios for females diagnosed with breast cancer 1986 – 1990. Females 55 – 74 years of age at diagnosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td><strong>0.964</strong></td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td><strong>0.964</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td><strong>0.961</strong></td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td><strong>0.961</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td><strong>0.966</strong></td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td><strong>0.966</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>0.957</strong></td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td><strong>0.957</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survival for the first year after diagnosis is based on the interval-specific survival from the first year of follow-up for patients diagnosed in 1990, and survival for the second year, is based on the conditional interval-specific survival from the second year of follow-up for patients diagnosed in 1989. For the fifth year of follow-up, the survival is based on the conditional interval-specific survival from the fifth year of follow-up for patients diagnosed in 1986. These estimates are then multiplied consecutively, and constitute the cumulative relative survival for the period 1990.
Figure 5.2 Cumulative relative survival ratios (RSR) for females diagnosed with breast cancer 1986 – 1990. Females 55 – 74 years of age at diagnosis.

As shown in Table 5.1, and graphically illustrated in Figure 5.2, the cumulative relative survival estimate for the cohort of patients diagnosed in 1986 – 1990 is 1.8 percent units below the period-based estimate after five years of follow-up. The period-based estimate is in itself 1.4 percent units below the cohort of patients diagnosed in 1990, since it is based on information that is up to five years old. Compared to patients diagnosed in 1986 (five years earlier), the period-based estimate is nonetheless 4.4 percent units higher.

5.3 ADJUSTMENT OF EXPECTED SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES

Relative survival is defined as the observed survival of the cancer patients divided by the expected survival of a comparable group from the general population, but free from the specific cancer under study. As the general population survival probabilities from ordinary published life tables reflect the mortality from all causes of death, it would seem necessary to adjust these probabilities for cancer patient mortality if they are to be regarded as free from the specific cancer under study. However, this is rarely, if ever done, since the mortality from a specific form of cancer often is regarded as a small negligible part of the total mortality and that the ordinary life table estimates as such should provide a satisfactory proxy for a disease-free reference population with respect to cancer.

For younger patients and less common forms of cancer this seems plausible, but it could be questioned for older age groups, common forms of cancer, and for all sites combined. There are some references to adjustment of the population survival probabilities in a seminal article by Ederer et al from 1961, and in an academic dissertation from the University of Tampere in Finland from 1998. Ederer et al conclude in their article that, “since we are usually concerned with analysing survival of patients with specific forms of cancer, it appears that we do not need to make an adjustment in estimating expected survival from population life tables”.

It is possible to adjust the ordinary survival probabilities from general population life tables, and to account for cancer patient mortality if the proportion of cancer deaths in the population is known. In this way, it would thus be possible to attain an estimate of
the expected survival that is closer to the theoretical definition when calculating relative survival.

The mortality in the general population can be decomposed as

$$\lambda_{gp} = \lambda_c + \lambda_o$$

where $\lambda_c$ is the mortality due to the specific cancer under study and $\lambda_o$ is the mortality due to all other causes of death. For relative survival we require an estimate of $\lambda_o$, i.e., the expected mortality of a population free from the specific cancer under study. The expression above can be rearranged and $\lambda_o$ written as

$$\lambda_o = \lambda_{gp} - \lambda_c$$

$$= \lambda_{gp}(1-\alpha)$$

where $\alpha$ is the proportion of deaths in the general population due to the specific cancer under study.

On the probability scale this can be written as

$$\pi_o = \exp[-\lambda_o]$$

$$= \exp[-\lambda_{gp}(1-\alpha)]$$

$$= \exp[-\lambda_{gp}]^{(1-\alpha)}$$

$$= \pi_{gp}^{(1-\alpha)}$$

where $\pi_o$ is the probability of death in a population free from the specific cancer under study and $\pi_{gp}$ the probability of death in the general population.

In practise, these calculations are done specifically for each combination of sex, age, and calendar year, and if required, e.g., socio-economic status, ethnicity, or region. Subscripts have been omitted in order to simplify the notation.

In paper VI^69, the proportion of cancer deaths in the general population ($\alpha$) is estimated from cause of death statistics. The cause of death registration is not perfect (section 4.2.2), but as it in broad terms can be regarded as correct on an aggregated level^49, the hypothesis on the outset was that the cause of death statistics could be used to give a usable estimate of the proportion of cancer deaths in the general population. Cause of death statistics should be readily available in most countries according to a World Health Organization agreement with its member states on the compilation and publication of statistics with respect to diseases and causes of death^23.
6 SUMMARY OF PAPERS


Introduction
The Swedish Cancer Register is extensively used as an important tool to monitor cancer incidence and survival, and for research purposes. Users of the register depend on the completeness and quality of registration for their analysis. The cancer register is generally considered to be of good quality as approximately 99 percent of the cases are morphologically verified. The proportion of cases not reported was estimated to be less than 2 percent in the late 1970’s based on information from death certificates.

Aim
The aim of the study was to estimate the overall coverage of malignant cancer cases in the Swedish Cancer Register by measuring the number of patients diagnosed with cancer in the Hospital Discharge Register that should have been reported to the cancer registry in 1998, and to reveal possible reasons behind the non-reporting.

Material and methods
All malignant cancer cases in the Hospital Discharge Register from 1998 were selected and compared to those recorded in the cancer register as an incident case for the year 1998. There were 43,761 hospital discharges for 42,010 individuals of whom 3,429 individuals were not recorded in the cancer register. From these 3,429 records, a simple random sample of 202 patients was selected for review of their medical records to determine whether they should have been included in the cancer register as an incident cases for 1998. The medical records were obtained from the hospitals where the patients had been treated and were reviewed by a trained medical secretary with 25 years of experience of cancer registration. Sex, age, type of tumour, mode of diagnosis, and type of hospital were also studied in order to identify possible amendable problems with reporting.

Results
Approximately half of the 202 randomly selected cases (93 malignant and 8 benign) should have been reported as an incident case for the year 1998. This translates into an additional 1,579 malignant cases (95% CI 1,349 -1,808), or 3.7% of the cases reported in 1998. The crude incidence rate for males and females combined would increase from 493 per 100,000 to 511 (95% CI 508 - 514) if these cases were taken into account.

Conclusion
The overall completeness of the Swedish Cancer Register is high and comparable to other cancer registers in Northern Europe. For most uses in epidemiological or public health surveillance, the under-reporting will be without major impact. However, for specific research questions the findings may have implications, as the degree of under-reporting is site specific, increases with age, and does not seem to be random, as diagnoses without histology or cytology verification are overrepresented.
6.2 PAPER II. CANCER SURVIVAL IN SWEDEN 1960 – 1998

– Developments across four decades

Introduction
This study was conducted as a follow-up on an earlier series of articles on the survival of cancer patients in Sweden diagnosed in 1961 – 1989 that was published as a supplement to Acta Oncologica in 1995\textsuperscript{70}. The study extends previous analyses by nine years and summarises the relative survival for cancer patients diagnosed in 1960 – 1998, i.e., during the first four decades of national cancer registration in Sweden.

Aim
The aim was to correlate changes in relative survival with the prevention and treatment measures applied at different time periods. The changes are commented on and discussed in relation to available knowledge of factors potentially influencing survival outcome.

Material and methods
This study was based on all cancer cases in the Swedish Cancer Register diagnosed in patients less than 90 years of age in 1960 – 1998. At the time of analysis, the register had been updated with dates of death, censoring, and confirmed continued residency in Sweden up to the end of 2000. Patients were followed for a maximum of 30 years after diagnosis. Forty different forms of cancer and all sites combined were analysed. Cumulative and interval-specific relative survival was estimated using the Hakulinen and Ederer II methods, respectively. Survival was evaluated as three-year moving averages.

The aim of the study was to correlate changes in relative survival with the prevention and treatment measures applied at different time periods in the past, and cohort-based rather than period-based analysis was thus deemed most appropriate. Period-based analyses would in this case lead to questionable interpretations since cohorts diagnosed and treated at different time periods contribute to the overall period survival estimates.

Results
The analyses showed that the relative survival of people diagnosed with cancer continued to improve, and the improvements during the 1990’s were in general of about the same magnitude as in earlier decades, in both short- and long-term. The expectation of life of a person diagnosed with cancer (all sites combined) was determined to be about seven years longer than for a person diagnosed during the mid-1960’s. Approximately, three years were gained due to diagnosis later in life and about four years due to improved survival that was partly due to site migration. Sites with poorer survival had decreased and sites with better survival had increased their relative shares of the total incidence. The increase in life expectancy was determined to be due to improved health in general, and to better supportive care, on the one hand, and to earlier and enhanced diagnostic and treatment methods, on the other.

Three ultimate success stories were identified; the improved treatments for Hodgkin’s lymphoma, non-seminoma testicular cancer, and acute lymphocytic leukaemia, all of which had led to a major increase in relative survival. At the time of analysis, it was deemed that nearly all of these patients survived and except for those diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma, patients had - after a few years - the same death rates as the gen-
eral population. For both seminoma and non-seminoma testicular cancer, stabilisation of the interval-specific relative survival occurred after approximately five years during all four decades. This was taken as an indication that lead-time bias had not played a major part in this improvement. In paper IV and V it is shown that survival is now virtually identical for patients diagnosed with seminoma and non-seminoma testicular cancer.

**Conclusion**

This analysis provided a comprehensive overview of the changes in cancer patient survival during the first four decades of national cancer registration in Sweden. However, cohort-based cancer patient survival evaluates historical data, and will be of limited interest to the health service if lead-time, staging procedures, and treatments have changed over time. There is really no good solution to overcome this time lag if we aim to correlate decisions taken and methods used at different time periods with their subsequent impact on survival. Period-based analysis would in this case not be suitable as its estimate pertain from patients diagnosed and treated in different years. Cohort-based analysis should be used if patients diagnosed within the same time interval in the past is of primary interest.

The changes in relative survival for various cancers were discussed in relation to developments in the Swedish health-care system over the decades. However, this may have led to an overemphasis of the importance of treatment since this was the main focus of the paper, e.g., the general health status of cancer patients compared to earlier periods. A group of experts in the general field of oncology was invited, and before they were shown preliminary results of the analysis, they were asked to describe factors of relevance and in what ways they might have influenced survival. A surprisingly good concurrence was observed between the expert’s prior assessments and the temporal trends in survival.

It was concluded that longer follow-up period than the traditional five years were generally needed to evaluate trends in survival. To ensure that no short- or long-term survival improvement is overlooked the entire survival curve should be considered, with no particular concentration on any specific point in time.
6.3 PAPER III. UP-TO-DATE LONG-TERM SURVIVAL OF CANCER PATIENTS
  – An evaluation of period analysis on Swedish Cancer Registry data

Introduction
The natural developments of cancers as well as the measures to fight the diseases are often long processes that might require decades of follow-up. Information of long-term survival from cohort-based analyses will thus often appear out-dated, may pertain to clinical methods no longer in use, and will as such be regarded as irrelevant. The time lag between diagnosis and long-term survival can be reduced with period-based analysis that was introduced into cancer patient survival analysis in 1996. Empirical evaluations had at the time of analysis mainly been performed on data from the Finnish Cancer Registry and by the main promoters of period-based survival analysis.

Aim
The aim of this study was to provide an empirical evaluation for data in the Swedish Cancer Register of period-based and conventional cohort-based survival analysis ability to predict the long-term survival for cancer patients.

Material and methods
This study was based on all cancer cases in the Swedish Cancer Register diagnosed in patients less than 90 years of age in 1960 – 1998. At the time of analysis, the register had been updated with dates of death, censoring, and confirmed continued residency in Sweden up to the end of 2001. Forty different forms of cancer and all sites combined were analysed. This is the same data material that was used for the second paper with one additional year of follow-up.

Relative survival was estimated using the Hakulinen method. The 5-, 10-, and 15-year relative survival actually observed for different cohorts of patients were calculated and compared to the most up-to-date cohort estimates available at that particular cohort’s time of diagnosis, using two conventional estimates of cohort-based survival and period-based survival. “Cohort analysis” evaluates survival for cohorts of patients diagnosed at close proximity in time to each other (e.g., within the same calendar year). “Complete analysis” additionally includes patients diagnosed in later years, providing a mixture of patients with short- and long-term potential follow-up time. Relative survival was estimated for one-year intervals, and for three- and five-year moving averages. Single year estimates were used to evaluate common cancers. For less common cancer, three- or five-year moving averages were used, making a necessary trade-off between up-to-date information and precision. The mean difference and the mean squared difference between the relative survival actually observed and the latest cohort, complete, and period estimates available at the time of diagnosis were calculated. The mean difference is a measure of systematic over- or underestimation of the relative survival and the mean squared difference quantifies the degree of deviation.

Results
The analyses showed that period relative survival in general is a better estimate of the subsequent observed survival compared to the cohort and complete estimate. The variability between the period and observed estimates are in most cases much smaller than
for the corresponding cohort and complete estimates. The difference between the estimated and observed survival increase with increasing length of follow-up, and the estimated survival are in most cases an underestimation of the subsequent observed survival. The latter indicates that for many forms of cancer there had been on-going improvements in survival during the past decades. According to the cohort, complete, and period estimates that were comparable in time to the latest available observed estimate, some forms of cancer appeared to have had an on-going improvement in survival, whereas for other forms of cancer, the improvements in survival appeared to have levelled off.

Figure 6.3.1 show a graphical representation of the differences between the cohort-, complete-, and period-based relative survival estimates available at the time of diagnosis and the subsequent observed survival for males and females 0 – 89 years of age at diagnosis. Estimates close to the diagonal line indicate a good agreement between the estimates. Overestimation, compared to the observed survival, is indicated by estimates in the upper left hand triangle, whereas underestimation is indicated by estimates in the lower right hand triangle.

**Figure 6.3.1** Ten-year cumulative relative survival ratios (RSR) estimated as three-year moving averages with cohort-, complete-, and period-based analysis compared to the subsequent observed RSRs. Forty different forms of cancer and all sites combined, males and females 0 – 89 years of age at diagnosis. The observed estimates pertain to patients diagnosed in 1970 – 1991. A total of 820 combinations are plotted in each figure.
A larger difference can be seen between the cohort and the observed relative survival ratios compared to the difference between the complete, period and observed estimates. It is also evident from the upper left hand figure that the cohort estimates underestimate the subsequent observed survival to a much larger extent than the complete and period estimates. This is especially true for common or more common forms of cancer, which usually become underestimated by cohort-based analysis. The smallest differences can be seen between the period and the observed estimates both in terms of absolute proximity to the diagonal line and in terms of underestimation of the observed survival.

**Conclusion**

This study confirmed earlier results from the Finnish Cancer Registry that period-based analysis in general provides more up-to-date estimates of long-term cancer survival than cohort-based analysis, and that period-based survival estimates from a given time period in most cases quite accurately predict the long-term survival for patients diagnosed at that point in time.
6.4 PAPER IV. CANCER PATIENT SURVIVAL IN SWEDEN AT THE BEGINNING OF THE THIRD MILLENNIUM

- Predictions using period analysis

Introduction
This paper builds on the comprehensive retrospective evaluation of period-based analysis made on Swedish Cancer Register data in paper III, and extends the analysis into predictions of the future long-term survival for cancer patients diagnosed in 2000 – 2002.

Aim
The aim of this study was to provide predictions using period-based analysis of the long-term relative survival for cancer patients diagnosed in the early 21st century. The period-based estimates were compared with the latest available cohort-based estimates in order to detect on-going improvements in survival.

Material and methods
This study was based on all cancer cases in the Swedish Cancer Register diagnosed in patients less than 90 years of age in 1980 – 2001. At the time of analysis, the register had been updated with dates of death, censoring, and confirmed continued residency in Sweden up to the end of 2002. Patients were followed for a maximum of 20 years after diagnosis. Forty different forms of cancer and all sites combined, and all sites combined excluding breast cancer for females and prostate cancer for males were analysed. Patient survival was estimated for males and females separately as well as for both sexes combined and for different age groups. The published article reports only results for males and females and for the age group 0 – 89 years. Detailed results for each site, stratified by age at diagnosis are available at the National Board of Health and Welfare web site (http://www.socialstyrelsen.se/statistics/cancersurvival).

Cumulative and interval-specific relative survival was estimated using the Hakulinen and Ederer II methods, respectively. Period-based analysis was made for the period 2000 – 2002, and cohort-based analysis was made for patients diagnosed in 1995 – 1997, 1990 – 1992, 1985 – 1987, and 1980 – 1982. The latter provide observed relative survival for the latest available corresponding 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-year cohort-based estimates that are comparable to the period-based estimates. Approximate ratio and year of stabilisation of the interval-specific relative survival curves was determined by visual inspection.

Results
The analyses showed that there had been improvement in relative survival for many forms of cancer during the past two decades. For some sites survival seemed to have stabilised at a relatively high level, whereas other sites showed a continued poor survival that had remained essentially unchanged for the past two decades. Females had in general a better survival than males. The observed improvements in survival over time were primarily due to improvements during the first few years after diagnosis.

For all sites combined, the differences between the interval-specific survival for the period and cohort estimates were negligible approximately six years following diagnosis for males and approximately four years following diagnosis for females. For both
the period and cohorts analysed, the interval-specific relative survival curves stabilised for males at 97 percent after eight years of follow-up, and for females at 98 percent after seven years of follow-up. This suggests that cancer patients in general have an excess mortality for a considerable length of time after diagnosis. The fact that the interval-specific relative survival does not quite reach 100 percent during the 20 years of follow-up is probably because the general population mortality underestimates the expected mortality of the cancer patients. This is primarily due to the higher prevalence of smoking among cancer patients.

The interval-specific relative survival for prostate cancer and breast cancer exhibited an unusual pattern (Figure 6.4.1). Excess mortality for most forms of cancer is usually highest immediately following diagnosis and the level generally decreases with increasing follow-up time until the patients reach the point of statistical cure. In contrast, prostate and breast cancer patients experienced an approximately constant excess mortality throughout the first 20 years of follow-up.

![Figure 6.4.1 Interval-specific relative survival ratios (RSR) for prostate cancer and breast cancer for females. Males and females 0 – 89 years of age at diagnosis. Figure illustrating the unusual shape of the interval-specific relative survival curves for the period and cohort estimates.](image)

Excess mortality for prostate cancer patients was slightly lower during the first two years following diagnosis. After seven years, the interval-specific relative survival curves levelled off at approximately 93 percent for the period and cohorts analysed. Female breast cancer survival exhibited a pattern similar to that of prostate cancer and the period estimate stabilised at 98 percent after six years of follow-up.

Patients diagnosed with some forms of cancer were shown to have a very favourable prognosis where only a small excess mortality could be seen for the first few years following diagnosis. This has been true for many years for seminoma testicular cancer. For non-seminoma testicular cancer, that had previously had a poor survival compared to seminoma, the cumulative relative survival was now closer to that for seminoma. Patients diagnosed with neurinoma have had a good survival since the latter part of the
1970’s and now virtually no survival disadvantage could be seen for recently diagnosed patients.

However, there remained several cancer sites for which patient survival continued to be poor and for which only some long-term improvements on a low level could be seen. Fortunately, these sites also showed short-term improvements. For example, patients diagnosed with liver cancer had experienced an increase in 1- and 2-year cumulative relative survival of approximately ten percent units during the past decade.

**Conclusion**

This study showed that patient survival for many forms of cancer could be expected to be higher than previously estimated by cohort-based survival analysis. It was deemed likely that the lead-time introduced by prostate cancer screening would cause the period-based analysis to overestimate the 10-year cumulative relative survival for clinically detected prostate cancers by 20 percent, but for PSA-detected cancers, the period estimate was likely to be an underestimate of the true survival.

It was concluded that it is important to consider both short- and long-term survival in order to obtain a complete picture of trends in patient survival. There is otherwise a risk that short-term improvements will be missed if attention is directed at long-term survival at fixed intervals such as 5-, and 10-years. Cancer sites with low and constant long-term survival should be considered at shorter follow-up intervals than the five years traditionally used. However, it does not matter for short-term survival whether cohort-based or period-based analysis is used since, depending on the years included, these estimates are essentially the same.
6.5 PAPER V. PREDICTING THE SURVIVAL OF CANCER PATIENTS RECENTLY DIAGNOSED IN SWEDEN AND AN EVALUATION OF PREDICTIONS PUBLISHED IN 2004

Introduction
In paper IV, predictions were published of the long-term relative survival of cancer patients diagnosed in 2000 – 2002. The predictions were made by period-based analysis and as the 5-year follow-up for patients diagnosed in 2002 is now available, it is possible to evaluate the extent to which the predictions came true. An evaluation of the results from paper IV showed that the long-term relative survival for less common cancer sites were not stable over time even with survival estimates averaging over three years. Survival estimates averaging over five years are used in this study for all cancer sites. This is the first prospective evaluation of period-based survival analysis on its ability to predict future survival.

Aim
The first aim of this study was to provide up-to-date predictions of the long-term relative survival for cancer patients diagnosed in 2005 – 2009, and the second aim was to evaluate the predictions for 5-year relative survival made in paper IV seven years ago.

Material and methods
This study was based on all cancer cases in the Swedish Cancer Register diagnosed in patients less than 90 years of age in 1985 – 2009. At the time of analysis, the register had been updated with dates of death, censoring, and confirmed continued residency in Sweden up to the end of 2009. Patients were followed for a maximum of 20 years after diagnosis. Forty different forms of cancer were analysed.

Cumulative and interval-specific relative survival was estimated using the Ederer II method. Period-based analysis was made for the period 2005 – 2009, and cohort-based analysis was made for patients diagnosed in 2000 – 2004, 1995 – 1999, 1990 – 1994 and 1985 – 1989. The latter provide observed relative survival for the latest available corresponding 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20-year cohorts-based estimates that are comparable to the period-based estimates. Approximate ratio and year of stabilisation of the interval-specific relative survival curves was determined by visual inspection. The survival estimates of the main analyses were age-standardised according to the site-specific age structure of patients diagnosed during the period 2005 – 2009. The same weights were used for males and females.

The evaluation of the predictions published in 2004 was made with the Hakulinen method and was not age-standardised, as this was not done in the earlier study.

Results
The analyses showed that the period-based analysis from 2004 predict the future true survival quite well with more common, larger sites, showing a better agreement than smaller, less common, sites (Figure 6.5.1).
Figure 6.5.1 Five-year cumulative relative survival ratios (RSR) estimated for the latest available cohort-based analysis for patients with 5-years of follow-up in 2002 (patients diagnosed in 1995 – 1997) and from the period 2000 – 2002 in the analysis publicised in 2004, and the subsequent cumulative RSRs later observed for the actual cohort of patients diagnosed in 2000 – 2002. Estimates for both males and females are plotted in each graph. Males and females 0 – 89 years of age at diagnosis.

Points on the diagonal line represent perfect agreement between the earlier cohort-based estimates, the period-based predictions, and the subsequent true cohort-based survival, respectively. More common sites (red dots), are represented by all sites combined, all sites combined excluding prostate cancer for males and breast for females, and prostate and breast cancer for males and females, respectively. Common sites (blue dots), are represented by sites reported in paper III with a period/cohort width of three years, less common sites (yellow dots), are represented by sites reported with a period/cohort width of five years in paper III.

In general, most of the results shown in the paper IV still hold in paper V, even after the seven years that separate the main periods of analysis in the two studies. This is despite the differences in analytical methods applied, not age-standardised verses age-standardised estimates, and Hakulinen versus Ederer II. Based on a comparison of the period and cohort estimates there is still evidence of improvement in relative survival for many forms of cancer during the past two decades. As before, survival seems to have stabilised at a relatively high level for some sites, whereas other sites show a continued poor survival that has remained essentially unchanged for a long time.

The unusual pattern for the interval-specific relative survival estimates for prostate and breast cancer patients seen in paper IV has become more pronounced, especially for prostate cancer patients for whom the excess mortality was slightly lower during the first years following diagnosis. For prostate cancer patients, the interval-specific relative survival now levels off at some 96 percent after approximately 10 years of follow-up for both the period and cohorts analysed. For female breast cancer patients, the interval-specific relative survival level off at some 98 percent after approximately five years of follow-up.
Conclusion
The evaluation of the period-based analysis from 2004 presented in this study for up to 5-year relative survival shows once again that period-based analysis in most cases provide better predictions of the long-term future survival for recently diagnosed cancer patients compared to cohort-based analysis. Period-based, rather than cohort-based, survival analysis should be used if the primary aim is to predict the future survival of recently diagnosed patients. Recently diagnosed cancer patients can expect an improved survival for many forms of cancers compared to patients diagnosed only a few years earlier.
**6.6 PAPER VI. ESTIMATING EXPECTED SURVIVAL PROBABILITIES FOR RELATIVE SURVIVAL ANALYSIS**

- Exploring the impact of including cancer patient mortality in the calculations

**Introduction**

Relative survival is the preferred measure of cancer patient survival used by population-based cancer registries. It is defined as the observed survival of the cancer patients divided by the expected survival of a comparable group from the general population, but *free from the specific cancer under study*. However, the ordinary population-based survival probabilities for the general population reflect the mortality from all causes of death. It would therefore seem necessary to adjust these probabilities for cancer patient mortality if they are to be regarded as free from the specific cancer under study. This is however, rarely, if ever done, since the mortality from a specific form of cancer is regarded as a small negligible part of the total mortality, and the ordinary life table estimates should as such provide a satisfactory proxy for a disease-free reference population with regard to cancer. This seems plausible for cancers where the prevalence is low, as for younger patients, less common forms of cancer, or when the mortality is high, but it could be questioned for older age groups, common forms of cancer, and of course, for all cancer sites combined. There are some references to adjustment of the population survival probabilities in a seminal article by Ederer et al from 1961 on the relative survival rate, and in an academic dissertation from the University of Tampere in Finland from 1998. Ederer et al conclude, “[that] since we are usually concerned with analysing survival of patients with specific forms of cancer, it appears that we do not need to make an adjustment in estimating expected survival from population life tables”. In the article, they evaluate lung cancer and conclude that the small differences between the relative survival ratios calculated with and without adjustment for smoking habits are due to the low survival of the lung cancer patients.

**Aim**

The first aim of this study was to determine the impact on the relative survival ratios by including cancer patient mortality in the expected survival probabilities calculated from general population life tables. The second aim was to evaluate a simple method to adjust the survival probabilities from general population life tables for cancer patient mortality using only cause of death statistics.

**Material and methods**

This study was based on the individual end-of-year population records from the Swedish Total Population Register for the years 1986 – 2002, and all cancer cases in the Swedish Cancer Register diagnosed in patients 1958 – 2001. At the time of analysis, the cancer register had been updated with dates of death, censoring, and confirmed continued residency in Sweden up to the end of 2002. Complete follow-up was available for over 99% of the reported cases.

The use of the individual population records for the total Swedish population enabled censoring of the cancer patients on an individual basis at their time of diagnosis. This contributes a disease-free population with respect to cancer from which to calculate population survival probabilities that is unaffected by cancer patient mortality (the
The relative survival ratios estimated with these disease-free survival probabilities were compared to the relative survival ratios estimated with both ordinary unadjusted and adjusted expected survival probabilities from general population life tables.

The survival probabilities from the general population life tables were adjusted with the following equation, to more correctly reflect the survival of a disease-free population with respect to the specific cancer under study. Only information regarding the numbers and causes of death is needed to do the adjustment. Subscripts for sex, age, and period (year) have been omitted to simplify the notation.

\[
P_C = P_{gp}^{(1-\infty)},\text{ where}
\]

\[
P_C = \text{Probability of surviving at least one additional period (year), for individuals not diagnosed with the specific cancer under study.}
\]

\[
P_{gp} = \text{Probability of surviving at least one additional period (year) in the general population, e.g., expected survival probabilities from general population life tables.}
\]

\[
\alpha = \frac{D_C}{D_T}, \text{ Proportion of deaths in the general population due to the specific cancer under study.}
\]

\[
D_T = \text{Total number of deaths in the general population, from cause of death statistics.}
\]

\[
D_C = \text{Number of deaths in the general population due to the specific cancer under study, from cause of death statistics.}
\]

Five common forms of cancer and all sites combined were analysed. The individual sites were chosen to represent different survival patterns among cancer patients. Colorectal cancer represent a common cancer with an intermediate cancer patient survival, lung cancer represent a cancer with a short survival, skin cancer represent a cancer with a more favourable survival, breast cancer is the most common female cancer, and prostate cancer is the most common male cancer. Prostate cancer also represents a cancer common in the older ages. All sites combined were included as it is often sought after, analysed, and reported.

**Results**

The analyses showed that there in general is an overestimation of the relative survival ratios when survival probabilities from general population life tables are used compared to the reference standard where the survival probabilities do not include cancer patient mortality. The overestimation of the relative survival ratios indicate that the survival probabilities become too low when the cancer patients (excess) mortality are included in the survival probabilities from the general population. The differences increase with the length of follow-up. The results also show that it is quite simple to adjust the survival probabilities from general population life tables for cancer patient mortality. The only additional information that is needed is cause of death statistics, and information from a single (recent) year is often sufficient to gain an approximate adjustment.
Conclusion
This study shows that it is possible to use cause of death statistics to adjust survival probabilities from general population life tables for cancer patient mortality. The bias of the unadjusted estimates is sufficiently small to be ignored for most applications, notably for cancers with high or low mortality and for younger age groups (e.g., < 60 years). However, for common cancer sites, the bias in the relative survival ratios can for older age groups be greater than one percent unit and up to five percent units after ten years for all cancer sites combined. The bias in 10-year relative survival for men aged 75+ diagnosed with prostate cancer was 2.6 percent units, which I think is of sufficient magnitude to warrant an adjustment.
7 DISCUSSION

Cancer patient survival in Sweden is generally increasing and has been doing so for decades\textsuperscript{70-72}. In international comparisons, Swedish cancer patients have in general a comparatively good survival\textsuperscript{73-76}. Despite the temporal improvements and in an international perspective good survival, there are nevertheless socio-economic and regional differences in survival among cancer patients in Sweden\textsuperscript{e.g.77, 78}. In an unpublished analysis of ten common forms of cancer regarding the socio-economic differences in relative survival for patients diagnosed 1987 – 2001, I found that the absolute differences in survival decreased over time. However, the relative differences remained and even appeared to become larger over time. In a report from the National Board of Health and Welfare to the Government in early 2011\textsuperscript{77}, we found larger socio-economic differences in period-based relative survival for 12 common forms of cancer compared to county or regional differences. The report concludes that these differences reflect a multi-factorial process, but does not venture into suggesting any specific causes. The report calls for an analysis of the possible causes to see if there are any interventions that could be implemented that would significantly improve the survival of the disadvantaged groups. According to the report, the next step should be to analyse and identify variations in survival depending on disease stage at diagnosis. That special attention needs to be taken regarding differences between population groups are emphasised in the memorandum outlining the criteria that shall characterise the new Regional Cancer Centres\textsuperscript{20}. An overall aim of cancer patient care is that it should be equal and of high quality across the country, and special measures should be taken at the centres to achieve greater equality between population groups based on gender, age, socio-economic conditions, and place of residence\textsuperscript{20}.

In an analysis of data from EUROCARE-3, it was found that the marked differences in survival for breast cancer across Europe were mainly due to differences in cancer stage at diagnosis\textsuperscript{79}. Patients residing in areas with better diagnostic facilities for staging are likely to have an improved stage-specific survival compared to patients from areas where diagnostics are less developed, or for other reasons is not performed as thoroughly. An improved diagnosis and staging also leads to more appropriate treatment with a subsequent better survival. More advanced staging techniques, or more extensive diagnosis, will detect metastases for tumours that otherwise would have been classified as having a less advanced stage, stage migration. Because the survival of patients who migrate to a group with a more advanced stage, although worse than that for other members of the group with a less advanced stage, their survival will be better than for other members of the group with a more advanced stage. Survival will thus increase in both groups without any change in survival for the individual patient or for the group as a whole. This is often referred to as Will Rogers’s phenomenon\textsuperscript{80} in the field of epidemiology. Data for Sweden was not included in the analysis of the EUROCARE-3 data, but it is likely that this result also should be valid for cancer patients in Sweden. A stage-specific analysis, would at least in part take lead-time into consideration, which is likely to account for some of the observed survival differences between the socio-economic groups. As for the observed geographical differences in survival, at least some of these should have its origin in socio-economic differences between the counties, and possibly also for some of the differences between the medical regions.

In paper I\textsuperscript{46}, investigating the completeness of the Swedish Cancer Register, we concluded, based on studies made in other countries, that the completeness of the Swedish
Cancer Register is high and comparable to the other cancer registers in Northern Europe. Together with five other countries, Swedish Cancer Register data were also selected to be part of the International Cancer Benchmarking Partnership for its long-standing and high quality population-based cancer registration\(^{75}\).

A search in Medline via PubMed on the 23\(^{rd}\) of August 2011 for articles with a title or abstract referring to the completeness or quality of the Swedish Cancer Register\(^{45, 62}\), revealed 67 articles published between 1971 and 2011. However, only 14 of these articles\(^{45, 46, 81-92}\) were studying the completeness or quality of the Swedish Cancer Register. In most of these 14 studies patients’ medical records were reviewed, eight were done on a national level whereas six referred to one of the regional cancer registers. Ten studies focused on some specific cancer or related cancers, three studies involved all sites or groups of sites, and one study investigated multiple primaries. In two studies cause of death certificates were used to find potentially additional cancer cases and hospital records were used in three studies. According to these 14 studies it seems that the overall coverage of the Swedish Cancer Register is high and in parity with other registers. It also appears that the under-reporting that does exist has diminished in magnitude over time, is site specific, increases with age, and that non-reported tumours are often without histopathological or cytological verification. There might also be a diagnostic disparity in the clinical setting\(^{88}\) that is carried over to the cancer register.

In 2007\(^{93}\), an Official Government Inquiry proposed that cause of death certificates should be used to supplement the current notification system for cancer registration. However, this was neither included in an update of the Official Secrecy Act\(^{94}\) in 2008, nor exempt from the general rule of absolute confidentiality in the Public Access to Information and Secrecy Act\(^{95}\), that succeeded the Official Secrecy Act in 2009.

The importance of using cause of death certificates in cancer registration to diminish the non-notification “as practised in other Nordic countries” was stressed in one of the earlier studies of the completeness of the Swedish Cancer Register that was published in 1984. It is also mentioned in this article that cause of death certificates will be collected and used as a supplement to the cancer notifications on a regional basis.\(^{45}\) However, as far as I have been able to determine this seem never to have been realised. In an article regarding the completeness and accuracy in registration of acute leukaemia in adults diagnosed 1987 – 1992 it was found that the combined use of the cancer and cause of death registries gave “acceptable coverage”\(^{87}\).

It is of course not only the completeness of the register that is of importance. For most applications in epidemiology and public health surveillance, it is likely to be more important that the information in the register is correct than if some tumours are missing. Strictly, this is only true if the under-reporting can be regarded as completely at random, and since we did not find this to be the case in paper I, the under-reporting will, to a varying degree, have implications for specific research questions.

To me, it seems preferable that the completeness of the cancer register and the quality of registration is monitored on a continuous basis rather than in an ad-hoc fashion as has been done so far. This is also the method advocated by the International Agency for Research on Cancer\(^{96}\). In the guidelines from the Council for Official Statistics at Statistics Sweden it is stated that quality studies should be planned and carried out regu-

\(^{2}\) Search question: [(cancer[Title/Abstract]) AND (registry[Title/Abstract] OR register[Title/Abstract]) AND (sweden[Title/Abstract] OR swedish[Title/Abstract]) AND (completeness[Title/Abstract] OR quality[Title/Abstract] OR validation[Title/Abstract])]
larly and that annual monitoring of the quality of the statistics should be carried out with the main users of the statistics. None of these guidelines is, at least to the extent that I have been able to determine, adhered to today or has previously been followed. There are nevertheless systems in place at the regional cancer registries to ensure that the registered information in itself is logical and correct, but there are no procedures to ensure completeness and quality in a broader sense.

According to volume nine of Cancer Incidence in Five Continents, the overall reporting to the Swedish Cancer Register for the years 1998 – 2002 is estimated to be 96 percent of all diagnosed cases. This is in good agreement with the overall estimate of the under-reporting of 3.7 percent of the reported cases for the year 1998 reported in paper I. The proportion of microscopically verified cases is, according to Cancer Incidence in Five Continents, around 98 percent for major cancer sites. However, for pancreatic cancer the proportion is only around 87 percent and the mortality/incidence ratio 149 percent for males and 163 percent for females. A high mortality/incidence ratio is an indication that some incident cases are not recorded in the cancer register.

In a steady-state environment there would be a constant ratio between incidence and mortality. For highly fatal cancers, such as pancreatic cancer, and in the absence of reporting errors, this ratio would be expected to be 100 percent or slightly below. In a study of the reporting and long-term survival of patients diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in 1987 – 1999 it was found that there was a considerable under-reporting to the Swedish Cancer Register and that the under-reporting increased with age at diagnosis and was more pronounced during the second half of the period. For lung cancer, the mortality/incidence ratio is 106 for males and 102 for females while the ratio for all cancer sites combined is around 50 percent and between 50 and 25 percent for other major cancer sites. The large mortality/incidence ratio for cancers with a high fatality is also in agreement with the findings in paper I in which it was found that many of the patients in the reviewed sample had a severely deteriorated general condition. This is emphasised by that 55 percent of the patients also died in 1998 and an additional 18 percent died in 1999. In the annual incidence report from the Swedish Cancer Registry it is noted the number of persons in the Cause of Death Register with cancer stated as the underlying cause of death who had not been recorded in the Cancer Register. The largest differences are seen for older persons with fatal cancers as their underlying cause of death, i.e., lung and pancreatic cancer. However, the vast majority of these cases had not undergone an autopsy.

In paper III, an evaluation on historical cancer register data of the ability for the period- and cohort-based survival approaches to predict the long-term future survival for recently diagnosed cancer patients was made. This was also evaluated in paper V using a prospective approach for the five-year survival of patients diagnosed in 2000 – 2002. Both studies show that period-based analysis in general gives better predictions of the subsequent true survival, especially when not all the available information is used in the cohort analysis. That period-based analysis in general gives better predictions of the subsequent true survival can clearly be seen in Figure 6.3.1 where a large proportion of the survival estimates are underestimated when cohort-based analysis are used. These results are consistent with other evaluations, which for large data material

---

3 Percentage of cases for which the diagnosis was based upon microscopic verification of a tissue specimen. This includes, in addition to histological confirmation of diagnosis, those based upon exfoliative cytology specimens, and diagnoses of leukaemia based on haematological examination (without examination of bone marrow).
otherwise have mostly been performed on data from the Finnish Cancer Registry\textsuperscript{100-102}, but also, for example, on data from the Canadian Cancer Registry\textsuperscript{103}.

In a seminal article from 1961, Ederer et al defined relative survival as the observed survival of the cancer patients divided by the expected survival of a comparable group from the general population, but free from the specific disease under study. However, they concluded “[that] since we are usually concerned with analysing survival of patients with specific forms of cancer, it appears that we do not need to make an adjustment in estimating expected survival from population life tables”.\textsuperscript{53} Since then, this statement has more or less been taken for granted.

Using the computerised population registers that exist in Sweden, I had the unique opportunity to calculate expected survival both including and excluding individuals diagnosed with cancer, and thereby estimate the size of the bias introduced into relative survival estimates by using survival probabilities from general population life tables. To my knowledge, a systematic evaluation of this bias has never been published before. For most applications, the statement made by Ederer et al fifty years ago seems nevertheless to be more or less correct. However, it can be questioned when the cancer prevalence is high in the background population and the excess mortality induced by the disease simultaneously is sufficiently large to make an impact on cancer patient survival. One also has to recognise that the situation is different today than it was in the early 1960’s. As mentioned in the introduction, cancer has become a more common cause of death in the last decades, not least due to improved treatment for cardiovascular diseases and an aging population. As such, it may very well be that when the statement was made it was truer than it is today, especially since it is more or less accurate even today.

In the study carried out in paper VI\textsuperscript{69}, the requirement of a sufficiently high and simultaneous prevalence and mortality seem to be met for breast and prostate cancer and for all sites combined. Cancers with very high fatality (e.g., lung cancer) or with comparatively low mortality (e.g., skin cancer) do not meet these criteria since the prevalence and the mortality, respectively, are too low. For younger age groups even a large proportion of deaths due to cancer will only have a tiny impact on the expected survival since the general probability of death is so low in these groups. On the other hand, it is no disadvantage in doing the adjustment that I propose in the paper even when it is not strictly necessary since the unadjusted and adjusted survival probabilities in those cases will, for all practical purposes, be essentially the same. Since the proposed adjustment is easy to do, it seems reasonable that it is made whenever the combination of prevalence and mortality is believed to have a noticeable impact on the survival estimates. In many cases, it also seems sufficient to do the adjustment with cause of death statistics from a single (recent) year. This will in any case bring down the bias considerably. The only foreseeable issue is that unless it is done universally it will hamper comparisons between different studies.

In a sensitivity analysis on Finnish Cancer Registry data it was shown for common cancers and for older age groups that the proportion of deaths due to a specific cancer would need to reach at least two percent before important differences occurred between adjusted and unadjusted relative survival ratios. Specific cancers rarely reach such proportions even in the older age groups due to the large amount of competing causes of deaths.\textsuperscript{104} In paper VI, it is shown that regardless of the magnitude of cancer-related deaths in the general population, there is no need to adjust the survival probabilities from the general population life tables if the patients are below 60 years of age.
8 CONCLUSIONS

Cancer patient survival in Sweden is generally increasing and in an international perspective Swedish cancer patients have a comparatively good survival. However, it is not enough to be satisfied with past achievements and the good work that previously have accomplished these advances should continue. The new organisational structure with the Regional Cancer Centres will hopefully take the past achievements even further.

The overall completeness and quality of the Swedish Cancer Register is high and comparable to cancer registers in the other Nordic countries. For most uses in epidemiology, public health surveillance, and planning the under-reporting that does exist is likely to be without significant implications. However, there seems to be some aspects of the reporting and registration process that ought to be reviewed, since the degree of under-reporting is site specific, increases with age, and does not otherwise appear to be random. I believe that monitoring of the completeness and quality should be as close as possible to the source of registration and be structured as a continuous on-going process at the regional cancer registries and the organisation in which they reside.

One area that needs special attention is the socio-economic and regional differences in cancer patient survival. The Swedish Health and Medical Service Act, emphasises good health and access to care on equal terms for the entire population, where priority for health and medical care shall be given to those in the greatest need of care. There are clearly some improvements that need to be made by the county councils, together with the new centres, in order to live up to these requirements, and to elevate the survival of the disadvantaged groups. As primarily responsible for health care in Sweden and according to the Health and Medical Service Act, the county councils shall offer good health and medical services to persons living within its boundaries. The National Board of Health Welfare’s responsibility in this area is to compile, analyse and develop knowledge, set standards and guidelines, and to supervise health and medical services and their staff.

A promising area for Sweden is to utilise its competitive advantages with the population-based registers. By linking data on patient characteristics, diagnosis, and treatment in the quality registers with the health data and population registers, there are good opportunities for research that could improve cancer treatments in the future.

Regarding the question of whether to use cohort- or period-based survival analysis my recommendation from paper III, eight years ago, still holds. I am more convinced today, than I was at that time, that period-based analysis is the right approach if the main purpose is to predict future survival or when attention is not primarily directed to a specific cohort of patients diagnosed during a particular time period. However, I see no good reason to use the period approach when analysing cohorts of patients that have already completed their required time of follow-up, or when the main purpose is to correlate survival estimates to prevention and treatment measures applied during a specific time period.

It is reassuring to know that the statement made by Ederer et al fifty years ago “[that] it appears that we do not need to make an adjustment in estimating expected survival from population life tables”, by and large, appears to be to be correct, and thus previously published results are reliable. My proposed adjustment for this bias is easy to implement, and the cause of death statistics required should already be available to most cancer registries.
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